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CALL REPORT Chet--Please revise Jeff Fogel's contact profile per my call report.Document's Author: Ron 

Haron/ARRB Date Created: 12/23/96 The Players Who initiated the call? Review Board's representative in the 

call: Ron HaronDepartment of Justice's representative in the call: Jeff FogelDescription of the Call Date: 

12/23/96Subject: Criminal Div ComplianceSummary of the Call:I called Jeff Fogel to confirm that the Criminal 

Division may have until Jan 16 to submit their Initial Statement of Compliance. Mr. Fogel was identified by 

John Keeney (in the Criminal Division's response to our comlpiance letter) as the attorney in the Criminal 

Division "with the most knowledge of all aspects of the Kennedy assassination." Mr. Fogel will most likely be 

our contact person on compliance issues, although he is not formally designated as the compliance official 

(the compliance official is Frederick Hess, Director for the Office of Enforcement Operations). Mr. Fogel 

indicated that there are two general categories of files that he will need to address with us--(1) there are 

Kennedy assassination files from the General Litigation & Legal Advice Section, which Section is being 

eliminated or reorganized and (2) the Criminal Division has up-to-date files on the Kennedy assassination 

relating to public inquiries and any follow-up work (Mr. Fogel indicated that the Division has been generating 

records even as of a few weeks ago). It is apparent that Mr. Fogel is highly knowledgeable regarding the 

assassination, including DOJ records relating thereto. Therefore, we may want to consider a compliance 

deposition of Mr. Fogel even though he is not officially designated as the compliance official. Mr. Fogel's new 

address is Suite 1075, 1001 G Street, N.W., WCTR, Criminal Division, DOJ, Washington, D.C. 20530 and phone 

no. is 202-514-1122 and fax no. is 202-514-6117.Don't forget to compose individual Action Item documents 

for any action items that resulted from the call!
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